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Purpose: The purpose of this STSM was to study the fundamental kinetics of timber 

under fire conditions. 

Short summary: The kinetics of timber was studied by conducting microscale 

experiments of the three main components—cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin—of 

timber. We used a TGA—microscale furnace—to obtain temperature and mass loss 

rate histories of all components under different heating conditions and oxygen 

concentrations. The quality of our experiments was verified through comparison with 

the literature. These experiments are now used to develop and improve kinetic models 

of timber.  

At the same time the exchanged helped me to grow professionally and personal, 

through extensive work in the lab and exposure to a new culture.   

Main Results: We obtained high quality data for temperature and mass loss rate 

histories of the different components of timber, which were previously missing from the 

literature. These data will improve the quality of current pyrolysis models, and 

subsequently larger scale fire models.  

Future collaboration: A strong link between Imperial College London and the 

University of Cantabria was created. Communication for additional or further 

experiments is underway.  

Foreseen publication: The data are currently analysed and will be published as full 

journal paper soon.  
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Personal and Professional Growth 

My visit to Santander started with a tour of the lab and introduction to the experimental 

instruments. This was my first time working in a lab, which very quickly revealed that 

everything takes a little longer than expected. My host was, however, patient and extremely 

helpful. In the second week, we then encountered how easily experiment can fail when the mass 

balance somehow misaligned. Unfortunately, it took us the rest of my stay to identify the 

problem, solve it, and re-verify the apparatus. Nevertheless, my experience in the lab was 

extremely valuable as I learned about the different challenges encountered by experimentalist 

compared to modellers.  

My host also gave me the opportunity to give a talk to their Master and PhD students from a 

range of disciplines. This talk was a new challenge to me, as I previously only presented to 

people within my discipline. Overall, the talk went well but still showed me a lot of areas to 

improve. 

The most valuable part of my visit was the strong collaboration build between Imperial 

College London and the University of Cantabria. By spending a lot time with the researchers 

from the University of Cantabria both inside and outside of the lab, we got to know each other 

research and ideas well. In fact, several common research topics were identified which offer 

potential for future collaboration. I also enjoyed very much the working culture and lifestyle of 

Spain. The earlier starts results in earlier finishing times, which enable me to meet many locals 

and learn about the history and politics of Spain in the evening. These talks made understand 

some of the origin of many of Spain’s current political problems.   

Consequently, the exchange was not only beneficial for research and collaboration, but 

enabled me to personally growth and discover more a new culture.  
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Scientific Objectives 

Biomass lives its renaissance in the 21st century materials. Its potential use spans novel 

transportation fuels (bio-oil) [1] to tall timber structures [2]. In each area, thermal degradation—

the conversion of wood to char, oil, and gas—plays a major role. Thermal degradation itself is 

controlled by heat transfer and kinetics. The kinetics is commonly modelled using linear 

superposition of surrogates of timbers main three components: cellulose, hemicellulose, and 

lignin. Common surrogates are widely studied, but represent only hardwood. The surrogates for 

hemicellulose and lignin of softwood (timber) are still debated, and the influence of heating 

conditions and oxygen concentration remain unknown. We aim to quantify here the influence 

of heating rate and oxygen concentration on the thermal degradation of hemicellulose and lignin 

under kinetic controlled conditions. These results will be used to build better kinetic models for 

softwood, which will improve the prediction of charring at larger scales. 

The report is structure into three parts. The first part will outline our methodology and 

verification of the experimental instrument. In the second part, we illustrate some of our results 

and evaluate on the benefits of this trip. In the last part, we concluded on the significance of our 

findings.   
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Material and Methods 

Selection of Material and Experimental conditions 

Timber is a polymer made out of three other polymers: cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin. 

Cellulose has been widely taken and studied as a surrogate for wood [3] as it makes up roughly 

50 % of the mass. Hemicellulose and lignin, on the other hand, are less study and make up 

around 20-30 % each. Here we purchases four samples: softwood, cellulose, hemicellulose and 

lignin.  

Both hemicellulose and lignin are studied with surrogates, as they are hard to extract from 

timber. The surrogates of hemicellulose and lignin were chosen according to the literature [4]. 

In addition, we purchased cellulose, Avicel PH-101, from Merck to verify our experimental 

apparatus. The wood samples are taken from a local supplier in Cantabria.  

Experimental Apparatus and Verification 

We used a Netsch Simultaneous Thermal Analysis (STA) 449 F3 Jupitur to study the 

degradation of timber and its components. It consist of a furnace with two sample holders on a 

sample carrier, shown in Figure 2, in the centre. One sample holder contains the material to be 

measured and henceforth called the sample. The other sample holder is empty and henceforth 

called the reference. Two thermocouples measure the temperature of the sample and reference 

respectively during the prescript heating of the furnace. At the same time the mass balance 

measures any change in residual mass of the sample—no change in mass for the reference. 

From these temperature and residual mass histories the mass loss rate and enthalpy change of 

the sample can be calculated.  
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Figure 1 Sketch of the apparatus with all important parts labelled. Image from Netsch brochure. 

 

Figure 2 Image of the sample carrier with the reference and sample (post burn). Credit: Dr  D U Lazaro 

Gronli et al [5] recommended that authors should first verify their appartus against their 

results from the round-robin study.We followed this suggestion, with the results reported in 

Figure 3. Our experiments show excellent agreement with the literature below 350 °C, but are 

on the upper limit for residual mass (above 350 °C). Despite this small discrepancy, we judged 

our results as acceptable as they are largely within the range reported in the literature.  
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Figure 3 Compares our obtained residual mass –temperature history against the one obtained in the round-robin by 

Gronli [5]. Experimental conditions are 5 K/min in nitrogen.  
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Results and discussions 

This report will only show our results for lignin, which were all conducted in the first week 

of the experiments. In the second week, we encountered difficulty with the apparatus which 

stemmed from a misalignment of the mass balance. The second and third week were used to 

identify and solve the problem as well as to run a series of verification test to ensure the 

apparatus works correctly. The remaining experiments are currently carried out by the 

University of Cantabria.  

Similar to cellulose [6] in nitrogen, we found that the degradation of lignin in air shifts to 

higher temperature as the heating rate increases (Figure 4). Until roughly 350 °C the residual 

mass is independent of the heating rate. At higher temperatures, the mass loss seems faster the 

lower the heating rate. The mass loss rate (Figure 4 right) reveal that mass loss rate is higher 

the higher the heating rate. At low heating rates the sample spends significantly longer at low 

temperatures, which gives slow reactions more time to degrade the lignin. Hence, the residual 

mass is lower at the same temperature (above 350 °C) the lower the heating rate. At high heating 

rates, the sample reaches high temperatures with most of lignin still intact. Hence, the sample 

degrades much faster, due to the higher reaction rate, which leads to higher mass loss rates. The 

shape of the mass loss rate curve remains similar between the heating rates. Similar results were 

found and analysis for influence of oxygen concentrations on the degradation of lignin.  

 

Figure 4 Shows the effect of heating rate on the decomposition of lignin in air. 
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Conclusions 

Here we investigated the kinetics of degradation of softwood hemicellulose and lignin to 

obtain a set of high-quality experimental data for the validation of kinetic models. For this task, 

we used a microscale furnace to obtain residual mass and temperature histories of mg-samples 

under different heating conditions and oxygen concentrations. Current kinetic model mostly 

ignore the influence of oxygen. Our results provide the foundation to improve current models 

and, therefore, improve the predictions of the kinetics of timber.  We are planning to publish 

these results as a full article in a respected journal. 

The exchanged also enable me to grow on a professional and a personal level. Professionally, 

I was introduced to microscale experiments, and the different challenges faced by an 

experimentalist compared to a modeller. On a personal level, I learned about a different culture 

as well as its working culture and lifestyle. The University of Cantabria and Imperial College 

London also benefit through the strong link build by this exchange and the identification of 

future areas for collaboration.   
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